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2004 Talent Hunt Guidelines

The competition is open to High School Students grades 9-12.  The competition is not
open to groups.

The competition will be solo performances in the following areas:
1. Instrumental Music - classical or popular/ contemporary
2. Vocal Music - classical or popular/contemporary
3. Drama - dramatic interpretation (poetry, monologue, etc.)
4. Dance - ballet, creative, modern, tap
5. Visual Arts - paintings, sculptures

Performance requirements:
1. A contestant performing a VOCAL, DANCE, OR DRAMATIC selections will be

allocated a maximum of four (4) minutes.
2. INSTRUMENTALIST contestants will be allocated a maximum of six (6)

minutes.
3. All music or dramatic selections must be memorized.
4. Excess time will be penalized.
5. Dancers must use Compact Disc, no records or tapes
6. Art contestants may submit a maximum of five (5) and a minimum of three (3)

pieces to be adjudicated.

Adjudicators:
1. A minimum of three (3) adjudicators will be present.
2. The Adjudicators' total scores determine winners.
3. The Adjudicators Decisions Are Final.

Awards:
1st place - Monetary award of  $500 and a plaque
2nd place - Monetary award of  $200 and a plaque
3rd place - Monetary award of  $100 and a plaque

Dress:
1. Young men must wear a tie and jacket or suit.
2. Young ladies must wear appropriate attire.
3. Students in the dance and drama category may dress according to the

character he/she is portraying, if desired.

Purpose:
This nationally mandated program provides exposure, encouragement and financial
assistance to talented young people. The local winner will have the opportunity to
compete for additional prizes at the district level and then possibly nationally.


